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“Thank you for your hard work, Mom.” 

After sitting in the room for a while, it was dinner time. The two babies still didn’t wake 

up. They were sleeping for more than 20 hours. 

When I wake up, I drink milk and then go back to sleep. 

They waited until the two nannies came in to look after the children, then went 

downstairs to eat. After dinner, Wei Yuxian walked slowly in the living room for about 

ten minutes before going back to the room. 

After going to see the two babies again, Fu Xuanyi followed her footsteps and returned 

to the room. 

As soon as she returned, Wei Yuxian heard the cries of the two babies, who had woken 

up. She quickly walked over, held Zhizhi in her arms, and gently shook her arms to 

comfort her. 

“Don’t cry if you know it, don’t cry if you don’t want to, mom is here…” She said 

comforting words while shaking her arms. 

Fu Xuanyi also took Shishi from the nanny’s hand, hugging him with unfamiliar 

movements, imitating Wei Yuxian’s movements and shaking his arms to comfort the 

child. 

Compared with the first time, Fu Xuanyi’s movements are much more skillful. The one in 

his arm makes Fu Xuanyi very tall. 

At this time, the nanny who was watching Wei Yuxian coaxing the child said: “Master 

Xuan, madam, the young master is hungry and it’s time to breastfeed.” 



Wei Yuxian smiled at the two nannies and said, “I understand, auntie, you can go out 

first.” 

“Okay, madam, if anything happens, just call us and we’ll be at the door.” After that, the 

two nannies walked out. 

In the room, only Wei Yuxian and Fu Xuanyi were left, as well as Shishi Zhizhi, who 

kept crying. 

Wei Yuxian hugged Zhizhi and sat down on the bed. She looked at the man, bit her 

lower lip and said, “Put Shishi down and go out… I’m going to feed them.” 

She said the latter sentence a little embarrassedly. 

Fu Xuanyi put Shishi on the bed next to Wei Yuxian and said, “I won’t look at it.” 

Instead of walking out of the room, he walked to the chair over there and sat down, with 

his back to the person. His strong back seemed to tell Wei Yuxian: I really won’t watch. 

Wei Yuxian bit her lower lip again and said nothing, tacitly agreeing to sit there. 

She first fed Zhizhi in her arms. As soon as Zhizhi had food, he immediately stopped 

crying and concentrated on eating. 

Shi Shi was still crying, so Wei Yuxian could only stretch out one hand, pat him gently, 

and said: “Shi Shi, wait a moment, it will be fine in a while, wait until sister finishes 

eating…” 

Then, she raised her head and looked in the direction of the man to see what his 

reaction was. 

When she saw that the man’s back was still as firm and unchanged, she breathed a 

sigh of relief. 

When she got up, this was the first time she breastfed her two children in front of Fu 

Xuanyi. 



In the first two times, she was at staggered times and no one had encountered her 

before. 

Doctor, it is best for newborn babies to breastfeed, because breast milk contains many 

things that formula milk does not, and the baby can absorb and adapt to it better. 

Therefore, Wei Yuxian listened to the doctor’s advice and chose to breastfeed. 

After Zhizhi had eaten enough, the time changed. The former was put on the bed. He 

stopped crying and didn’t sleep for the time being. It was rare for him to be awake. 

After Shishi got food, he stopped crying and wolfed down his food even more fiercely 

than Zhizhi just now. 

While Wei Yuxian was breastfeeding, she paid attention to Fu Xuanyi’s movements, 

fearing that he would suddenly turn around. 

Fortunately, the man kept his promise and never turned around without looking, which 

made Wei Yuxian breathe a sigh of relief. 

 


